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blueberryThe          is making                           mom pancakes.

Once upon a time, there was a family. 
There was a little old man, a little old 
woman, a little old boy, a little old girl and 
a silly little pet monkey.

One day, the little old 
woman made pancakes.

Listen

Listen
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But she didn't have any 
baking soda.

She asked the boy to go 
to the store and get 
baking soda.

He did not want to go so the little old 
woman said, "Don't you give me no sass!"

The boy 
walked out of 
the house to 
go to to the 
store.

Listen Listen
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The       loves the       andboy sky

sun.shiny

He did not stop on the bridge.

It was a beautiful day.
Listen
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The boy walked into the store. The store man said, "here's your baking 
soda. Don't stop on that bridge."

Listen Listen
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The bear was under the bridge.

He went to get baking soda and 
looked down from the bridge.
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The boy was scared.

The bear came out from under 
the bridge.
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The boy was scared.

The bear came out from under 
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The bear opened its big mouth.

And 
swallowed 
the boy!

The 
boy 
was 
inside 
the 
bear.
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Back at home, the little old girl 
was reading.

The mom said "Go get me 
some baking soda."

But the girl said "No."
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The mom said 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Don't you give me no sass!" 
 
 
So, the girl went to the store.

The store man said "Don't stop 
on the bridge."
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But she stopped on the bridge. And the bear climbed up.
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But she stopped on the bridge. And the bear climbed up.
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little girlbearThe         swallowed the                 .

The bear opened its mouth!
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The               is playing with the manold colorful

trains.

He said, "Oh ma." 
 
The old woman said "Don't 
you give me no sass!"

The little, old woman told the 
little, old man to get the 
baking soda.
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The old man walked to the bridge.

And said, "Oh, Mr. Bear!" 
to the bear.

The bear climbed up and 
swallowed the man!

Listen Listen
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And said, "Oh, Mr. Bear!" 
to the bear.

The bear climbed up and 
swallowed the man!
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The monkey went "eeee 
eeee ahhh ahhh".

At last, the silly, 
little, pet monkey 
went to the bear.

The bear 
chased him up 

a tree!

But the bear fell down. 
 
And everybody popped out of 
his mouth.

Listen Listen
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monkeyhappy

bigEveryone is out of the                
                

The                          is saying "oohh, 
oohh, ahh, ahh"! 

bear's belly.

The little, old boy gave his 
mom the baking soda.

And they all went home and had pancakes.

Listen
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This is our whole story. 
Click on the button to 

listen to hear Ms. Tripoli's 
class help tell our story.

This book was created during a 
Box Of Light residency at 
Watsontown Elementary in 2016. 
 
 
This residency was made 
possible through support from 
the Pennsylvania Council on the 
Arts.
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